
 

 

RAHBAR Technical Training Centre, Shahpur Baghauni, Samastipur  
 

Location: Madrasa Islamia, Shahpur Baghauni, Block: Tajpur, PS: Waini (Pusa Road), District: 
Samastipur, Bihar.  
This location is surrounded by dense Muslim population all around. Tajpur is a block with largest 
percentage of Muslims in Samastipur district, listed as a minority-concentration block by the govt. 
 
Distance from Major cities:  

Patna: 85km,  
Muzaffarpur: 56km 
Samastipur: 14km,  
Pusa Road (railway station): 2 km,  
Tajpur (National Highway #28): 2km. 

 
Objective: Bring early employment opportunities to 
those who cannot afford engineering education of 
Diploma or Degree levels. 
Updates of the project: NOC from Government of 
Bihar has been received on 19th February, 2011. 
Find all updates @ http://iti.biharanjuman.org/ 

 
 
Email: ITI@biharanjuman.org. 
 
Trades in ITI (applied): The trades and capacity (intake: 
number of students permitted) depend on the availability of 
infrastructure. We have applied for following trades and 
intakes, in our application: 

1. Electrician: 84 seats (4 Units of 21 each),  
2. Plumbing: 42 seats (2 Units of 21 each) 
3. Draughtsman (Civil): 42 seats (2 Units of 
21 each) 

 
Resources required: 
1. Space (classrooms and workshops). The space requirement depends on the trades for which 
training facilities are to be provided. Management of 101 year old Madarsa Islamia, Shahpur Baghauni, 
Samastipur, has provided FREE space (as detailed in the table, below).  
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Sl No Nature of Room/ Workshop/ Laboratory Area in sq mtr 

1. Workshops/ Laboratories 650 m2 

2. Class Rooms 210 m2 

3. Administrative Block, etc. 195 m2 

4. Library 60 m2 

5. Store Rooms 40 m2 

 
 
2. Funds requirement: Estimated Rs. 15 lakhs are required to finance the purchase of equipment 

required for 3 trades for which NOC is received - to be raised by Bihar Anjuman, and its well-wishers. 
3. Staff for ITI operations (Principal, Academic Staff, Trainers, Administrative Staff):  all of these 

requirements would be met by Imarat Sharia, as overall in-charge of operations. 
4. Account-keeping: This activity for Bihar Anjuman starts with fund-raising and ends with 

commencement of operations - proper account book would be maintained for funds raised, and 
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expenses incurred before operations start
operations start, Imarat Sharia would maintain all accounts of the ITI.
policies, all account books would remain transparent.

 

Management of RAHBAR Technical Training Centre (
reached between the following three parties:
 
Party-1: RAHBAR, the NGO of Bihar Anjuman
this project, negotiated with all other parties to get mutual agreements sign, will 
the laboratories and workshops of the institute during the establishment stage (that is extent of 
investment by RAHBAR), monitor its functioning, update all the parties concerned (donors, sponsors, 
well-wishers), and act as an intermediary between Party
governing board of this institute, out of a total of 11 members. The institute would be operated under the 
registered society of RAHBAR, so all the assets would be either under lease or ownership of RAHBAR.
The ownership of RAHBAR Technical Institute would remain jointly with Party
rights of Party-2 would cease when 
 
Party-2: Imarat Sharia (http://www.imaratshariah.org/)
implementation, and will manage the institute's entire operations
selection of students. The govt approval for the ITI 
Technical Training Centre, Shahpur Baghauni
related expenses as long as they collect the fees from enr
the governing board of this institute, out of a 
the institute by incorporating more areas of training, and would invest the income from fees for this 
purpose (buying equipment for laboratories and workshops).
 
Party-3: Local Infrastructure Provider
(Pusa Road), District: Samastipur] will provide
RAHBAR ITI, as detailed above. They will have 3
a total of 11. The land on which infrast
 
Financial Requirements to be met by Bihar Anjuman
 

A. Capital Investment: 
a. Establishment Requirements
trades. Govt inspectors
and class-rooms, etc. 
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Shape the future of your Ummah
following bank account of RAHBAR, the 
A/c name: RAHBAR
A/c number: 00891450000123
Bank name: HDFC Bank
Branch: D-965, Mata Ka Mandir
IFSC Code:
MICR Code:

 
b. Infrastructure (land + buildings for training class
of this investment will be made by the 
raise for this will be a charitable act by RAHBAR, not its responsibility.

B. Operational Requirements
the fees they collect from the 
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before operations start - will be shared with all the donors and the group
operations start, Imarat Sharia would maintain all accounts of the ITI. As per Bihar Anjuman’s 
policies, all account books would remain transparent. 

Management of RAHBAR Technical Training Centre (RAHBAR ITI): A tripartite agreement 
reached between the following three parties: 

RAHBAR, the NGO of Bihar Anjuman (www.rahbar.info, www.myrahbar.org)
negotiated with all other parties to get mutual agreements sign, will raise funds for equipping 

laboratories and workshops of the institute during the establishment stage (that is extent of 
investment by RAHBAR), monitor its functioning, update all the parties concerned (donors, sponsors, 

wishers), and act as an intermediary between Party-2 and Party-3. They will have 
governing board of this institute, out of a total of 11 members. The institute would be operated under the 
registered society of RAHBAR, so all the assets would be either under lease or ownership of RAHBAR.

rship of RAHBAR Technical Institute would remain jointly with Party-1 and Party
 RAHBAR decides to manage the operations by themselves.

Imarat Sharia (http://www.imaratshariah.org/) will be the consultant for the project during 
will manage the institute's entire operations from appointment of instructors to 

selection of students. The govt approval for the ITI is to be obtained by them, in the name of RAHBAR 
Shahpur Baghauni. They would pay for all the operational 

expenses as long as they collect the fees from enrolled students. They will have 3
the governing board of this institute, out of a maximum of 11 members. They would guide in expanding 
the institute by incorporating more areas of training, and would invest the income from fees for this 
purpose (buying equipment for laboratories and workshops). 

Local Infrastructure Provider [Madrasa Islamia, Shahpur Baghauni, Block: Tajpur, PS: Waini 
will provide, free of cost, the minimum infrastr

They will have 3 members in the governing board of this
infrastructure is provided is dedicated to the RAHBAR 

to be met by Bihar Anjuman (funds to be raised): 

a. Establishment Requirements: Rs. 15 lakhs to equip the workshops for the proposed 
ovt inspectors would visit between 15th April and 20th May
rooms, etc. are fully equipped for final inspection. 

Shape the future of your Ummah: transfer your contribu
following bank account of RAHBAR, the registered NGO of Bihar Anjuman
A/c name: RAHBAR 
A/c number: 00891450000123 
Bank name: HDFC Bank 

965, Mata Ka Mandir, New Friends Colony, New Delhi 
IFSC Code: HDFC0000089 
MICR Code: 110240009 

b. Infrastructure (land + buildings for training class-rooms and workshops)
of this investment will be made by the local infrastructure provider
raise for this will be a charitable act by RAHBAR, not its responsibility.

B. Operational Requirements: zero [all operating expenses shall be met by Imarat Sharia from 
the fees they collect from the ITI students] 
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shared with all the donors and the group. After 
As per Bihar Anjuman’s 

: A tripartite agreement has been 

(www.rahbar.info, www.myrahbar.org), as the owner of 
raise funds for equipping 

laboratories and workshops of the institute during the establishment stage (that is extent of 
investment by RAHBAR), monitor its functioning, update all the parties concerned (donors, sponsors, 

3. They will have 5 members in the 
governing board of this institute, out of a total of 11 members. The institute would be operated under the 
registered society of RAHBAR, so all the assets would be either under lease or ownership of RAHBAR. 

1 and Party-3, and all 
RAHBAR decides to manage the operations by themselves. 

will be the consultant for the project during its 
from appointment of instructors to 

, in the name of RAHBAR 
. They would pay for all the operational and maintenance-

olled students. They will have 3 members in 
of 11 members. They would guide in expanding 

the institute by incorporating more areas of training, and would invest the income from fees for this 

i, Block: Tajpur, PS: Waini 
ructure required for the 

members in the governing board of this institute, out of 
RAHBAR ITI only.  

to equip the workshops for the proposed 
and 20th May, once the workshops 

contributions to the 
NGO of Bihar Anjuman 

, New Friends Colony, New Delhi - 110065  

rooms and workshops): zero [all 
local infrastructure provider] ... whatever finance we 

raise for this will be a charitable act by RAHBAR, not its responsibility. 
[all operating expenses shall be met by Imarat Sharia from 
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Note: 
In the same venue, as can be seen in the 
adjacent picture, Bihar Anjuman’s RAHBAR 
Coaching centre of Samastipur district is also 
operational since 16th Aug 2009. 
This 102 year old madrasa is operational since 
1909, and is connected with the Bihar govt’s 
madrasa board as well as with Imarat Sharia, 
Patna. 
 

Appendix A: Application (forwarding letter) submitted by Imarat Sharia:  
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Appendix B: NOC received from Directorate General of Employment and Training, 
Ministry of Labour Resources, Government of Bihar, Patna 
 

 


